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THE ST ,TE OF THE REVOLUTION 

HON, W. E. (BILL) BROCK 
OF TENNESSEE 

IN THE ROUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 

Moad,ay, February 9, 1970 

Mr. B rOCIC. Mr. Speaker, an inter-
esting an 1 constructive approach to the 
problems a f Revolution has recently been 
described by Mr. Ed Butler who is widely 
known as host of the weekly TV series 
"The Sqt are World of Ed Butler." His 
remarks rere made on February 3d at the 
opening a the George Washington Uni-
versity Center in Washington, D.C. In 
them Mr Butler states that for better 
or worse, revolutions of several categories 
will be with us for a long time to come. 
To cope Irith these problems he proposes 
a new mijor in conflict management to 
he set up at the university level. 

Becaus e of my concern' with campus 
unrest ar the currency of this problem, 
I insert Mr. Butler's remarks and other 
material :n the R=oftn : 

"1". LE 8TATE cno THE REVOLUTION 
(Remarks by Ed Butler at opening of the 

George Washington University Center, 
Washiniton, D.C., February 3, 1970) 
Preside t Nixon has presented the State of 

the Union. Message, because politics is his 
business. am about to ciscuss the State of 
the Revolution, because "Revolution Is My 
Profession!,." 

In Prest lent Nixon's discourse, he surveyed 
our nation's national and international prob_ 
lems front, his position at the pinnacle of 
power. In our conversation tonight, we will 
also consicler the same problems from a much 
less lofty point of view. 

And so there will be some similaritieS of 
topic, butlfew of tactic ... some identity of 
purpose tut none of procedure. President 
Nixon spo ce, then left the press, the people, 
and their representatives to ponder the im-
pact of his words upon their lives, as is tra-
ditional.  speak from a much humbler van-
tage point, and so I shall expect and invite 
questions at the conclusion of my talk. In 
my profe,sion, there are few traditions but 
many cha lenges, and the people always have 
the last wilord. 

Please :,cote any questions you have on 
the cards now being given out. We probably 
won't be able to answer all tonight, so put 
down yo I name and address. 

While the cards are being distributed, let 
me say that it is good to'be back in Washing-
ton. I lived nearby in Alexandria for two 
years.  

I last sipke here on Veterans Day in mid-
Novemberl to a throng of 15,000 Americans 
at the Wishington Monument. I was sur-
prised to receive thunderous applause from 
the so-cal ed "Silent Majority" for scone very 
revolutionary statements about securing 
peace in Vietnam, through revolution, What 
surprised lie even more was the rebuff a few 
days latex from the so-called revolutionary 
leaders of the Moratorium Mobilization, who 
refused 	permit me to speak to their fol- 
lowers . . . the stated reason was lack of 
space on ',11e agenda, but I sensed the real 
reason was' that, while I wholeheartedly sup-
ported thCir demand for peace, I categorical-
ly rejected "immediate and total withdraw-
al" as a 6.phemism for surrender, which al-
ways leads to worse wars later. Postponing 
problems doesn't solve them. 

Thus, plaradoxically, we had the spectacle 
of the "Si:lent Majority" shouting approval of 
re% olutio as the solution in Vietnam, while 
the leadeiship of the "revolutionary minor-
ity" censored my speech because it did not  

conform to their doctrinaire view that 
"peace" and "surrender" are synonymous. 

What was perhaps the most astonishing 
paradox of all was the startling wilingness 
among nearly all the citizens I spoke to in 
Washington that hectic week, to listen with 
cordial attention to some new, creative al-
ternatives, even when presented by so freaky 
a figure as a self-proclaimed professional 
revolutionary. 

To complicate matters more, I am not only 
a revolutionary, but an admitted SQUARE, 
who believes that underlying ethical stand-
ards of right and wrong are essential, pre-
cisely because human beings deviate from 
them so often and drastically. Nor do I ex-
empt myself. I am disgustingly human. 

)

Because we are all now thrust into a no-
man's land between peace and war—called 
revolution—we need standards more then  
ever. And yet, because much of the territory 
is unexplored, the old charts won't work, 
and we must draw up new ones as we go. 

This creates a certain amount of inde-
cision, confusion and inner conflict, to which 
none of us is immune. For example, as a 
revolutionary I am the "natural enemy" of 
the Establishment, from President Nixon on 
down. But, as a square, I sympathize with 
every President's belief in the American her-
itage—from Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy, 
Johnson and Nixon, on up. 

As a revolutionary, I can share with the 
Left an urgent need for the new. As a square, 
I ,can see the logic of the Right's reverence 
for the old. 

I treasure these inner conflicts, because, 
in the process of resolving them (a dialecti-
cal/idealistic process incidentally) , new ideas 
are born. My baby is called Conflict Man-
agement, and you may have heard the term 
for the first time on our show ("The Square 
World of Ed Butler" with John Wayne, 
WTTG, Channel 5, -Sunday, 10:80 p.m.) a 
week ago last Sunday (Jan. 25). 

Here's a defluition:,, 	 , 	.,„ 
"Conflict Managestieffe is' the study and 

practice of Revolution as a profession. Ba-
sically, it is the use of words and symbols by 
the few to influence the many in favor of 
freedom." 

Which Teufel to the need to define the 
term "revolution"--the briefest, way to say 
it is: 	.  

"Revolution is the radical change in the 
existing order through propaganda and agi- 
tation." 	 , 

This bald statement could be misleading 
unless we realize ... 	' 

First, military and diplomatic:methods-
the procedures proper to states• of war and 
peate—are often haphazardly blended with, 
revolution, which leads to its reputation for 
violence and turmoil. ' 	, 

Second, in any case, revolution is among,  
the' most drastic operations that can be con-
ducted upon the body politic, and should 
never be undertaken by amateurs without 
professional advice and counsel. 

Third, if, however, revolutihn is profes-
sionally managed with an adequate ethic, 
it is far preferable to war and can be a prac-
tical step to peace. 

So let me be clear. I-believe ... 
We are in a world revolution. 
We started it nearly 200 years ago, with 

the shot fired at Lexington and Concord 
that was heard round the world. 

The revolution cannot, and should not, 
be stopped. 

It must he won or lest, for freedom. Every 
day. 	 . , 	_ 

Am I calling for a persistent revolutionary 
condition, with_minimurn violence and maxi-
mum progress? Yes. TAn't this just another 
way to say "evolution?" No. Evolution is a 
cruel, violent process which involves the 
annihilation of whole 'species, the survival 
of the fittest, and proceeds in jumps and  

starts. It is a bestial way to progress. Revo-
lution is a more human way. 

Ironically, although the American Revolu-
tion set In train awesome events in France, 
Latin America, Asia, Africa and, ultimately, 
the whole world, we got out of the business 
for a hundred years. Then, the Civil War re-
minded us of our revolutionary' heritage, but 
not enough to prevent us from resorting to 
mainly military means on both sides. As soon 
as possible, we got back to business as usual 
and the reconstruction began. 

Now, the third revolutionary climax has 
begun to occur in America. It is urgent that 
we recognize this revolutionary reality, and 
identify immediately our own role in the 
struggle. For the revolution is globally per-
vasive—every human being has a part to 
play—if only passive, as a victim. 

The two basic, active categories of par-
ticipation in Conflict Management are as 
"Patron" or "Practitioner." 

The Patron is a part-time participant, but 
he is as essential as patient to physician, or 
client to lawyer. Be both supports and con-
trols the profession. 

The Practitioner is a full-time professional 
revolutionary, responsible to his Patrons. 
They can be organized as citizens groups, 
foundations, churches, governments, busi-
nesses, conflict corporations ... you name it. 

But the essential factor is that there are 
many Patrons and Practitioners, at once 
competitive and cooperative. 

Only within the framework of a profession 
can competition and cooperation be so com-
bined that they produce progress. 

For example, every physician is, in a sense, 
competing with every other physician for 
patients, and, at the same time, they share 
medical knowledge through publication and 
consultation, and the facilities of hospitals. 

Similarly, lawyers are adversaries of the 
strongest kind in court, yet cooperate to 
share legal knowledge. 

Because Doctors, Lawyers and Clergymen 
haVe so much life and death power—poten-
tially—the professional method of organi-
zation was developed to check and balance 
them, so that humanity could use their 
services without undue fear of consequences. 

This does not mean that abuses do not 
develop despite the professional organiza-
tion . . . as we shall see, abuse is inevitable 
because of the Tendency Toward Tyranny 
that is in us all. 

But one only need imagine what would 
happen if all Doctors decided to strike for 
a day . . . or a month. Or worse, if they 
agreed to inject all the slow-paying patients 
with encephalitis . . . to imagine the vast 
powers physicians possess, but never think 
of using. 

Which brings us at last to the Enemy . . . 
that Tendency Toward Tyranny which is part 
of human nature and thus is in us all. -1-17" 
leads to war, for.war is never fun or popular 
with a people, but often is with leaders 
greedy for power. Similarly, the "'TTT" leads 
to poverty, because material gain at the ex-
pense of others is always ultimately unprof-
itable, leading to customers who won't buy 
and consumers who can't consume, but again 
it is the greed for power—property is only 
one path--which causes the abuse. 

I call those afflicted with an inordinate 
TTT "Fyrannists." It is not a monopoly of 
the "Right" or "Left." 

Tyrannists of every stripe are continually 
inventing ideological justification for seizing 
power . . . from The Divine Right of Kings, 
to Communism and Nazism, to Objectivism. 

Therefore, "Conflict Managers"—prof es-
sional revolutionaries—are needed now, by 
the thousands, to cope with this inherent in-
clination in humanity, before we incinerate 
ourselves from the face of the earth. 

We can help reinstitute revolution as an 
honorable profession in America. Tonight I 



cope with entrenched political machines and 
big business. On the other hand, a private 
pressure group inspires the natural sym-
pathy of a "David versus Goliath." Thus, 
unless its operations are ethically managed, 
this sympathy can be perverted by Tyro,n-
nista to a tool for personal power, displacing 
one evil with a greater one. Conflict Man-
agers can guarantee both efficiency and 
ethics on both sides of the coin. 

Political revolution.--"Decentralization" 
and "Power to the People" are the cries of the 
hour, and government will hear them at 
every level only so long as they are respon-
sibly, and effectively articulated. Amateurs 
typically vacillate from whispers to hysteria 
and are consequently either ignored or ab-
horred. No government is self-critical or self-
effacing enough to dismantle Itself with top 
efficiency. After all, government is only an or-
ganization of human beings who provide ad-
ministrative, military and diplomatic serv-
ices. And, fortunately, through a benign co-
operation with communications, government 
today can produce an unconscious tyranny, 
perpetuate its power, and enforce illusions 

(
among the populace. Then, when a Tyran-
nist like Oswald conies along and smashes 
the highest symbol of national authority, the 
entire nation slips into cultural shock—and 
as illusions fall, violence rises. The present 
conflict between the government championed 
by Vice President Agnew, and the media, 
represented by the networks, is healthy only 
so long as the competition/cooperation con-
tinues. Conflict Managers—employed by both 
sides—can see that these checks 'and bal-
ances expand. 

am ailing upon you, upon the educational 
leade elected leaders and American public 
to do io. 

I • ve called upon the leadership of the 
Amen aan Political Science Association to 
bring up at their next meeting the estab-
ushm nt of a framework in which to train 
proles ;Waal revolutionaries—C'onflict Man-
agers—at the university level. 

Thir would be a new "major" within the 
schoo' a of Government or Political Science 
Depar anent of our universities. Now, I'm an 
activb t not an academician, and I call upon 
educe' ors in the field of political science 
only kecause I personally believe that Con-
flict lanagement might be most logically 
placed in this scope of study. I only suggest 
Conflict Management as a needed profession. 
The r4 st is up to our educators. 

I an: sure many people in our society will 
say, "Well, we've survived before. Why must 
we ask e the risk of putting such great power 
in the hands of a few?" 

But isk yourself: Could we have avoided or 
minim zed human losses in World War II, 
Korea, Vietnam and other conflicts if our 
school were graduating Conflict Managers? 
Did we pay the price of war by neglecting the 
profession of revolution? 

Coul we have alleviated racial injustice, 
poverty, pollution and other socio-economic 
probler n be fore they reached the crisis stage 
if Conf ict Management had been included in 
the cur riculum of our schools? 

Although national and international af- 
fairs ale actually intimately entwined, let's 
look at what might happen if Conflict Man-
agemes t were properly employed at home 
and ab ioad. 

NATIONAL AFFAIRS 
Cams us revolution.—The best young peo-

ple in merica have been involved in the 
campus revolution . . . either in bringing it 
about, I in turning it toward freedom. But we 
must face the fact that many are deeply 
disench tilted with government, disappointed 
that th injustices they've identified have not 
been so .ved, and eager to continue to apply 
the revolutionary talent for propaganda and 
agitatio a they have learned. After a three-
hour insrview about the problem, an editor 
of a toll .ge magazine wrote an editorial warn-
ing businessmen that, unless The Revlu- s\ 
tionarie: of Today become the Conflict Ma - 
agers of Tomorrow, things would be bad fo 
America. I completely concur. 

Servic ,men's revolution.—It is fashionable 
to deny that soldier morale has dropped, 
rnarijua:ia use has skyrocketed, and that a 
general malaise grips our troops. 	. 

This Is understandable. It is difficult 
enough or an officer to give unpopular orders 
to a gro sp of armed men, when l  believes 
their di, cipline and morale are high. When 
he knows it is not, such a stance may seem 
suicidal. Also, we know that demoralization 
can be v stly increased—and spread—by sim-
ply adm tting it exists. 

By th, : same token, blindly denying the 
truth don not stop disintegration. An alter-
native---oreative and meaningful—to mili-
tary war must be developed, and deferments 
perhaps awarded to those who pursue it. 
Conflict Management could be that profes-
sion, and put tens of thousand of disillu-sioned 'H's to work, productively and 
patriotic lly, upon separation. 

Russia and Germany are but two examples 
of what 1.appens when a disillusioned, demo-
bilized army drifts into a nation without 
hope or ideals. Both Communism and 
Nazism v ere nurtured by such despair. Con-
flict Management can help America avoid a 
dreary re. run of that all-too-recent history. 

Urban l'evolution.—This includes the my-
riad prof: lems of pollution and corruption, 
Traffic crngestion and housing. Pressure 
groups tine continually forming in the inde-
pendent ector, but their success in large measure , iepends on the professionalism of 
their stair. Without it they cannot hope to  

among some . . . especially student lenders 
who claim to be revolutionaries . . . while 
Czech students were slaughtered, was one of 
the most sickening cop-outs in history. The 
fact that these massacres were managed by 
the same kind of regime some would like to 
install in America also says a lot. Revolu-
tionary potential is always present in Eastern 
Europe, waiting for the sparks to ignite it. 
We should be ready, privately, next time the 
opportunity occurs, and this means Conflict 
Managers from every nation of Eastern Eu-
rope must be trained for the great task of 
liberation. 

Southeast Asia: Vietnamization can work 
on a miltary and diplomatic level only to the 
extent that the revolution is diverted toward 
freedom. The people of Vietnam, in the North 
as well as the South, deserve at long last the 
chance to determine their own destiny. Now 
that Ho Chi Minh is dead, the Communist 
regime is more vulnerable in the North, and 
the military regime in the South can be 
steadily democratized. This work must pro-
ceed in all areas proportionately under the 
leadership of Vietnamese Conflict Managers, 
who can, and should, be trained here, at first. 
The alternative to Liberation is unending 
military/diplomatic/revolutionary conflict, 
and misery for millions. 

Africa and Asia are ripe for revolution. 
China is insecure as a national entity, and 
Mao's demise could accelerate fragmenta- 
tion and revolution there. In Russia, the 
Jewish populace is suffering renewed op-
pression, and, for the first time in memory, 
individual revolutionary acts are being car-
ried out in Soviet Russia. 

Trained Conflict Managers, citizens of each 
of the nations involved, could bring about 
radical changes in favor of freedom, swiftly. 
Of course, there are those whom tile word 
"radical" frightens as much as the word 
"revolutionary." However, radical means 
root, and we must aim at the underlying 
causes if we are ever going to achieve both 
peace and freedom on this planet. 

Are there Conflict Managers available? Yes, 
but not nearly enough, nor are those who 
exist necessarily conscious of the term. I'd 
consider Ralph Nader a Conflict Manager, and 
John Banzaf of ASH, who put anti-cigarette 
smoking commercials on the air, is certainly 
a Conflict Manager, whether he is aware of 
the term or not. So, I suspect, is Saul Alinsky, 
although we argued about it for hours one 
evening in Chicago after a memorable TV de-
bate. In my opinion, Richard Cornuelle, who 
discovered and named the elusive Indepen-
dent Sector in his excellent book, Reclaim-
ing the American Dream, is a Conflict Man-
ager. So are Richard Warren and Larry Kill-
nel of INCA down in New Orleans, who put 
together the very successful "National Stu- 
dent Conferences on Revolution" in 1968 and 
1969. Certainly Lee Edwards, who introduced 
me tonight, fits the bill, with his relentless 
efforts on behalf of the enslaved peoples, He 
has been called the "Voice of the Silent 
Majority" by the New York Times. The at-
tractive young lady who quietly arranged this 
conference, Lo Anne Wagner, certainly quali-
fies as a Conflict Manager in my mind. 

As you can imagine, old-fashioned divi-
sions of partisan politics—right and left, 
Liberal and Conservative, Reactionary and 
Radical—don't describe Conflict Managers 
very well. 

What is urgently needed are some different 
labels which can be invested with more ac-
curate meanings. That's why I sign myself 
"square." People come to sneer and put me 
down, but often stay to cheer for a square 
deal for minorities and a square meal for 
the disadvantaged, and a square shake for 
enslaved peoples everywhere. 

Even more than simplistic slogans and 
labels, we need in-depth academic explora-
tion, study and specialization in the whole 
vast arena of "Conflict Management." Some 

I • 

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS 
I'd like to preface this portion of my talk 

by saying I believe the day of the expedi-
tionary force is over. What needs doing abroad 
must be done by natives of the nations con-
cerned, primarily. Americans can teach, and 
America can serve as a secure base area for 
revolutionary forces fighting for their free-
dom, But we must never undertake to ex-
port the American system of the 1970's to any 

11 other country. Each must find the appro-r priate level of freedom for itself. 
But I am convinced as deeply as I can be, 

that every nation deserves liberty and every I people are "ready" for some degree of lib-
erty immediately. I am equally certain that 
no one's freedom is safe as long as one hu-
man being is enslaved. 

Here are just a few areas where revolu-
tion could shift the balance toward freedom, 

Latin America: Miami was the secure base 
area for the Cuban revolution and Cuba has 
been the secure base area for the current 
American revolution Base areas are as essen-
tial to revolutions as service stations are to 
automobiles. When you see one, you know 
the other cannot be too far. To re-claim the 
revolution which Castro betrayed, Ameri-
cans should make contact with Cubans, now, 
for joint Conflict Management training. 
Likewise, in many areas of Latin America 
today, militaristic, juntas have forestalled the 
democratic process. The left wing does not 
have any monopoly on tyrannist tactics and 
popular forces are continually threatening g reactionary regimes. 

The government should maintain a strict 
hands-off policy toward any such popular 
Initiatives for freedom, neither supporting 
nor thwarting them. Revolution is the busi-
ness of the people, just as diplomacy and 
military defense are the province of govern-
ment. If officials persist in intervening in 
this area, it Is up to Conflict Managers to 
outwit them, test and help change the laws 
which perpetuate injustice. A basic premise: 
no government has the right to make agree- 
ments with another government which en-
dorses or extends tyranny. Conflict Man-
ager's very presence can help prevent this 
common abuse. 

Eastern Europe: The shameful silence 
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of this has already begun according to an 

article y Newsweek's Thomas Gordon Plate. 

At the Iniversity of Michigan, a "Center for 

Researca on Conflict Resolution," publishes 

the Jon' nal of Conflict Resolution; and The 

American Arbitration Association handles 

17,000 c es each year. But these are exclu-

sively cs;. nted toward the resolution of Con-

flict watch is but one part of Conflict Man-

agement—the Conflict Manager must also 

know ow, when and where to initiate and 

not to initiate conflict; how to limit, control 

and channel it constructively; how to sus-

tain it hen necessary and end it when pos-

sible. Yor Conflict is essential to human na-

ture. Ly setting aside a group of profes-

sionals to deal with it on a day-to-day basis, 

just as we have assigned lawyers to deal with 

injustiae and doctors to deal with disease, 

our na ,ion and our world can begin to adjust 

to rev lutionary reality and grow within its 

exciti atmosphere. 
Rem tuber, the word "Revolution" was 

coined to describe the orbiting of heavenly 

bodies, and was appropriated by the politi-

cians. As mankind enters the Age of Aquarius 

and sots its sights on the planets, it might 

be we: 'I to remember that original meaning 

of rev olution. 
Am 'rice has had its New Deal, Pair Deal, 

New frontier and Great Society. I call upon 

the C, tizens of the Country, not just the 

Presi nt, to face revolutionary reality now 

, 're can create for all humanity. . . . 

A squire deall 

ED BUTLER: BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH 

Ed Butler is host of the weekly TV series 

"The Square World of Ed Butler." The half 

hour informational format is a combination 

of music and discussion of today's vital sub-

jects, ,geared to the youth of America. . 

A solitical maverick who defies labeling 

and assists terms like "right" and "left," 

"liberal" and "conservative" are outmoded 

and obsolete, he also is editor/publisher of 

the est wood Village Square magazine, which 

reacted a circulation of 150,000 in 1960, and 

author of the provocative book, Revolution 

Is Mi Profession (excerpts on Conflict Man- 

agenent attached). 	- 
An' internationalist who conceived, and 

help to organize, the Information Coun-

cil of the Americas (INCA), a private, non-

prod '  educational organization with links in 

16 nitions of the hemisphere, he was named 

New Orleans' "Outstanding Young Man for 

1968'' when he received the Jaycee's Distin-

guts Sea Service Award in January, 1909. He 

is so the recipient of the Americanism 

Awa d of the Young Men's Business Club of 

Ne Ili Orleans (1983) and Award of Merit from 

the uban Journalist's in Exile (1987). 

ADDENDUM 

is professionals, Conflict Managers will 

sery all segments of society on domestic 

pro ,lems—in business, education, labor, coin-

muaities, cities, state and federal govern-

me its—on a non-partisan basis. Tyranny has 

many faces—economic tyranny, or greed, 

causes men to wield power over their fellow 

mall; political tyranny, fear of reprisals, 

causes men to wield power over their fellow 

man; prejudice is a form of tyranny if it 

resalts in one man thwarting the liberty of 

encloser; pollution—although not fore-

pica ned as a form of tyranny—is now sap-

pirg the liberty of all society. 

'he list is endless. Revolution can perfect 

th institutions of our soolety—govern-

me ntal as well as private—by releasing them, 

via the Conflict Manager, from responsibili-

ties they have not and cannot meet.] 

PROFESSION NOT ORGANIZATION 

(Excerpts from "Revolution Is My Profes- 

aon," by Ed Butler, 	in Circle, 1968) 

Conflict Management must operate as a 

prsfession, not only because the work is  

complex and vitally necessary, but also be-

cause Conflict Managers could become as 

dangerous tomorrow as Communists are to-

day, and, Nazis were yesterday, unless care 

is taken, to prevent it. How dos you delegate 

life and death power, but retain it? 

It is just this kind of dilemma that mane 

kind has solved in the past by creating pro- 

fessions. Mere organizations won't do. 	, 

Let's illustrate with some examples: 

There are many professions, but theology, 

law and medicine are recognized as the three 

learned professions at present. Each was 

presumably devised to answer a basic human 

need, and provide professionals to serve it. 

Each clay thousands confide their inner-

most secrets to clargymen--secrets- which 

could ruin them. They do it without a 

qualm. 
- Hourly, bushaessmen, housewives, young 

and old,. on every matter from murder to 

divorce, whisper personal facts which could 

compromise them to attorneys, without hesi-

tation. 
At this momenta people are baring their 

bodies to surgeons scalpels and phi/At-fans' 

searching eyes, as a matter of course. 

In evolving these professions, man was 

required to delegate potentially dangerous 

powers to their practitioners, who after all, 

were men like- himself and could betray 

the trust. Yet Mankind found a way to do 

It routinely.  Without much worry. 

The reason is that within a nofession, 

and only within this framework, are there 

sufficient psychological and organizational 

safeguards to allows man to delegate the 

great powers of life and death. But at the 

same time, to "
'
be relatively pecure against 

their abuse. ''" • 
There are four major means by which 

every profession checks and balances the 

practitioners: 
1. The Professional Ethic 
2. The Decentralized Organization 

• 13. The Internal Self-interest 

- 4. The Restrictvel,Method 	. 

• The Professional Ethic—Instills in both the 

practitioner and his patron positive motiva- 

tions for the proper exercise of power. And it 

also implanta negative inhibitions against its 

abuse. The practitioner adopts a stylized pro- 

fessional conscience, which acts as a personal 

check upon his ambition. By contrast, the 

diversity of business and the representative 

nature of government, makes it extremely 

difficult to establish a Uniform set of stand-

ards for businessmen or statesmen. The Con- 

flict Manager, however, operating in an area 

Which is filled with temptation and opportu-

nity to aceeumulate power, needs rigid stand-

ards. 
The Decentralized Organizatioet—Makes 

each practictioner responsible for his bread 

and butter on a daily basis—not to some 

distant boss—but directly to' those whom he 

serves. 
For example, the physician who- betrays 

his oath finds his practice departing' and his 

living standard diminishing. 
Likewise, the Conflict Manager who at-

tempts to seize control of the state for his 

personal purposes, or otherwise abuse his 

powers, can be made to feel the disfavor of 

his Patrons. Fast and firmly. 

Every profession provides watchdog powers 

so that those who are most immediately 

affected by the practitioner's actions can 

control them, day-to-day. By contrast, stock-

holders may normally exercise such powers 

only once each year (if, indeed, at all). Voters 

can register complaints only once every two, 

four, or six years upon elected officials, and 

nearly never appointed ones. Business and 

government can get by without continued 

close scrutiny, because life and death deci-

sions are not a daily duty. But Conflict Man-

agement operations must be continually 

checked out by the Patrons who pay for 

them. 
Internal Self-Interest—Plate the profes- 

sionale into dynamic internal pOsapetition 

with, each other, thus balancing pasivera prac-

tically'. For example, when a lawyer is die. 

barred, other lawyera do the disbarring. 

So, too, must the Conflict Manager be 

constantly subject to the censure of his peels, 

should he merit it. 
The latent power of the Majority to cast 

out an individual or minority whose actions 

could injure the professional as a whole, are 

a. strong deterrent and effective ihstireoice 

against anyone getting out of hand, 

Such internal self-interest in professional 

purity does not apply- ig business. Anti-trust 

statutes have been enacted from. outside to 

prevent collusiorr against the public interest. 

Nor does it apply in politics, where numerous 

devices, from impeachment and recall pro-

ceedings, to elections themselves, are pro-

vided for outside goverance. 
There is nothing evil about business or 

politics. It is simply that the virtues of di-

versity, competiion, and compromise out-

weigh any social advantages to be gained by 

the stylized uniformity, and purity of pur-

pose, which is essential to a profession. 

The Restricted Method—Prevents practi-

tioners from gradually expanding their pow-

ers into a total tyranny, by limiting them 

publicly at the outset, Before theology could 

become a profession, sorcerers and false 

prophets had to be expelled, and the ditties 

of the ministry carefully limited. 

Before Conflict Management can achieve 

professional status, the quacks and charla-

tans must be discredited, and the beginning 

and end of its power must be clearly defined. 

In government and business the impera-

tives clearly point to the opposite direction. 

The less limitation on opportunity the bet-

ter. The less restrictions on personnel the 

fairer. 
It is significant that in the time of greatest 

political danger for democratic nations, the 

conduct of war is the province of profes-

sionals. Of military men. The President joins 

the professionals tai lead the armed services 

and the nation as Commander-in-Chief. 

Similarly in business, whenever life and 

death decisions become part and parcel of 

the daily routine, professions have been 

evolved to minimize the risk. Thus in the 

bitilding trades, architects and engineers 

who take the responsibility for designing 

bridges and buildings which must bear the 

burden of hundreds of lives, have come to 

be classed as proiessionals. 
Certified Public Accountants, who check 

and control funds, which in America's cor-

porate oriented economy can mean the sus-

tenance of millions, have been graduany 

achieving professional status over the past 

several years. 
Because they are needed, but potentially 

dangerous, Conflict Managers must be pro-

fessionals, not organization men. 

. The problems that called it forth are but 

the natural product of innate and unchang-

ing human weakness. The problems will 

change, but the weaknesses won't. There-

fore, the Conflict Manager must stand guard 

permanently, precisely because the problems 

themselves will change, while human nature 

remains the same. 
Viruses mutate and make old remedies ob-

solete, requiring physicians to remain on 

hand, both to hold, and to extend, the 

ground that has been gained. So, too, will a 

group of professional Monitors be always 

required, even after all tyrannies have been 

liberated, both to keep them liberated, and 

combat the ingenious new methods that neo-

tyranists devise. 
And here is where the concept of Conflict 

Management beckons to those who would 

promote world peace. For Conflict Manage-

ment, by professionally controlling the es-

sential human drives of those who seek and 

abuse power to launch war, or perpetuate 

poverty to satisfy their lust for power—

Conflict Management can become the inter-

national peace enforcement mechanism 


